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Meet compliance every 
time with AI-driven Identity 
Security

How to simplify efforts, reduce costs, and 
demonstrate compliance with certainty 
Always be audit ready - even with ever-changing regulations. Here’s how.
Legislative bodies across the globe are implementing rigorous regulatory measures to 
secure data, protect consumer privacy, and counteract persistent security threats. This 
is leading organizations spanning various sectors and regions to prioritize and establish 
effective and robust compliance protocols driven by business considerations and security 
imperatives.

Presently, the compliance procedures employed by many organizations lack automation, 
entailing repetitive manual tasks that consume valuable resources. However, to be 
successful, these processes must be more efficient, less costly, and immune to errors.       

The average multinational spends several 
million dollars a year on compliance.1

$14.82M $5.47M
average cost of 

non-compliance2

average cost of
compliance2

1Harvard Business Review 
2Ponemon Compliance Report

http://www.sailpoint.com
https://hbr.org/2018/03/why-compliance-programs-fail
https://www.ibm.com/account/reg/us-en/signup?formid=urx-52258
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Organizations spend an average 
of 4,300 hours per year manually 
maintaining platform compliance.

3Drata’s 2023 Compliance Trends Report

Enhance oversight and management of access risk exposure
Organizations can significantly bolster their capacity to oversee and manage potential 
access risks with AI-driven identity security. With artificial intelligence and machine learning, 
organizations can easily scrutinize user behavior and access patterns, promptly detecting 
anomalies and unauthorized activities. 

Simplify certification efforts and minimize errors
Streamline operations by replacing manual processes with centralized policies and 
automated access certification, leading to significant time and cost savings. AI-driven 
recommendations expedite secure user access reviews, eliminating guesswork and rubber-
stamping.

Accelerate proof-of-compliance through automated reporting
By harnessing AI-driven identity security, organizations expedite the process of 
demonstrating compliance with automated reporting. Identity security assesses user 
activities and access patterns, automatically generating comprehensive reports that 
showcase adherence to regulatory standards. 

Easily comply with global regulations
Establish a “least privileged access model” that aligns with various regulatory frameworks 
and reinforces a Zero Trust identity security strategy. Enforcing least privilege limits access 
to job-specific requirements, which in turn helps to prevent data breaches and maintain 
compliance. 

Organizations need efficient pathways to sustain compliance—not only to streamline 
procedures but also to ensure successful outcomes and cost reduction.

https://drata.com/resources/2023-compliance-trends
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4SailPoint Horizons of Identity Security Report

Streamline compliance and retake control 
with SailPoint identity security   
Ensure audit readiness through intelligent automation
With SailPoint AI-driven Identity Security, organizations save time and resources by 
replacing paper-based, manual methods; centralizing policies; and automating 
access certification. 

• Actionable insights accelerate secure user access reviews while maintaining a 
comprehensive audit trail of accounts, entitlements, policies, and actions. 

• Oversee company-wide policy and privilege enforcement, reducing human error 
and ensuring audit readiness, elevating effectiveness, and minimizing the cost of 
continuous compliance. 

• Bolster your identity security strategy with 360 degree visibility and access insights 
while seamlessly integrating SailPoint with existing systems for swift implementation.

• Low-risk user provisioning tasks are automated, strengthening control and 
confidence in ensuring the right users, have access to the right data, systems, and 
applications. 

• Lighten the burden on IT teams and streamline processes with an integrated 
approach that aligns management, governance, and compliance within your 
organization’s identity infrastructure.

Identity solves key security compliance 
controls where a lack of compliance 
would otherwise cost 2.7 times more 
than compliance.

https://www.sailpoint.com/identity-library/horizons-of-identity-security/#:~:text=This%20new%20Horizons%20of%20Identity,shaped%20by%20ongoing%20technology%20shifts.


About SailPoint 
SailPoint is the leading provider of identity security for the modern enterprise. Enterprise security starts and ends with 
identities and their access, yet the ability to manage and secure identities today has moved well beyond human 
capacity. Using a foundation of artificial intelligence and machine learning, the SailPoint Identity Security Platform 
delivers the right level of access to the right identities and resources at the right time—matching the scale, velocity, 
and environmental needs of today’s cloud-oriented enterprise. Our intelligent, autonomous, and integrated solutions 
put identity security at the core of digital business operations, enabling even the most complex organizations across 
the globe to build a security foundation capable of defending against today’s most pressing threats. 
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Get a demo

Always be audit-ready. Start today.

Certify, audit, and enforce regulatory 
compliance efforts

SailPoint reduced provisioning and onboarding time from as much as six hours 
to less than 10 minutes. That was a huge enhancement for our team. We also 
replaced our system of running manual audit reports with the auto-generated 
audit and compensation control reports from SailPoint.

Serdar Calin
Access Governance and Identity Management Architect, Vodafone Turkey 

We understand that identity management means giving the right people the 
right access at the right time. For us to succeed, it is essential for our pivot to 
becoming a mobility company.

Tomas Rollo
Owner of Toyota Enterprise Architecture at Toyota Motors, Europe

http://www.sailpoint.com
http://www.sailpoint.com
https://www.sailpoint.com/demo/?utm_source=sailpoint&utm_medium=artc&utm_content=ww-tofu-all-demo-security-paves-it-efficiency&utm_id=7012J000001FcuA

